As an "all-hazards" radio network, NWR is a single source for comprehensive weather and emergency information. NWR broadcasts weather, warning, and public service messages 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, and can operate in a muted mode until activated by an emergency message. They also can be programmed for the type(s) of events you desire, have audio and visual alarms, and transmit them via SAME broadcast messages.

SAME geographic and county code numbers are also included in many consumer electronic products such as auto, boat, marine, and travel radios, cell phones, FRS transceivers, radio monitors, and television sets. NWR receivers can be purchased at many retail stores, boat and marine equipment suppliers, some consumer electronic stores, and shopping malls. NWR receivers can also be purchased directly from the NWR Product Source List by telephone or on the Internet (see contacts table). Broadcasts can be heard on the Internet web sites that sell electronic merchandise.
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